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Bills Committee on Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2003
Arrangements for Adoptions between the HKSAR and the Mainland
Purpose
As requested by Members at the meeting on 7 January 2004, this
paper provides background information on the adoption arrangements
between the HKSAR and the Mainland.
Intracountry Adoption outside the Scope of the Amendment Bill
2.
The Adoption (Amendment) Bill 2003 (the Amendment Bill)
seeks to give effect to the Hague Convention, amongst others. As the
Hague Convention only handles intercountry adoptions, the arrangements
between the HKSAR and the Mainland, which are intracountry adoptions,
are outside the scope of the Amendment Bill. Nonetheless, we set out
the information below for Members’ reference.
Background
3.
At present, our legislation does not have explicit provisions for
adoption arrangements between the HKSAR and the Mainland. Section
5(6) of the Adoption Ordinance (Cap. 290) requires that “an adoption
shall not be made in respect of any infant unless both the applicant and
the infant reside in Hong Kong”.
Adoption Requirements and Procedures
(a) Adoption in the Mainland of a Mainland child by a HKSAR
resident
4.
Adoption in the Mainland is governed by the Adoption Law of
the People’s Republic of China (PRC) ( 中 華 人 民 共 和 國 收 養 法 ) at
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Annex A1. The information below is no more than our observation of
the requirements as provided under the Mainland legislation to the best of
our knowledge and understanding. The exact interpretation should
however be left to the expert opinion of the competent Mainland
authorities and lawyers qualified to do so.
5.
Article 15 of the Adoption Law of the PRC provides that
adoption shall be registered with the civil affairs department at or above
the county level. If the parties involved in the adoptive relationship
wish to enter into an agreement on adoption, they may conclude such an
agreement. If the adopter and/or the person placing out the child for
adoption（送養人）wish(es) that the adoption be notarized, it shall be done
accordingly2.
6.
Chinese citizens residing in the HKSAR intending to adopt
Mainland children should follow the adoption procedures set out in the
Provisions on Jurisdiction over Registration of Adoption by Overseas
Chinese and Chinese Citizens Residing in the Regions of Hong Kong,
Macao and Taiwan and on the Credentials and Certifying Papers Needed
to be Submitted（華僑以及居住在香港、澳門、臺灣地區的中國公民辦理收養
登記的管轄以及所需要出具的証件和証明材料的規定）(Annex D) and directly
contact the relevant civil affairs department of the place where the
permanent residence of the adoptee is registered (Article 2 of the
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Please see also Measures for Registration of Adoption of Children by Chinese Citizens （中國公民
收養子女登記辦法）at Annex B and Measures for Registration of Adoption of Children by
Foreigners in the PRC（外國人在中華人民共和國收養子女登記辦法）at Annex C.
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Article 21 of the Adoption Law of the PRC provides that where a foreigner wishes to adopt a child
in the PRC, the matter shall be subject to examination and approval of the competent authorities of
the adopter’s resident country in accordance with the law of that country. The adopter shall
conclude a written agreement with the person who places out the child for adoption and register the
adoption with the civil affairs department at the provincial level. If the adopter and/or the person
placing out the child for adoption wish(es) that the adoption be notarized, it shall be done with a
qualified/designated notary agency.
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Provisions)3.
7.
All these adoptions are made in the Mainland (with HKSAR
residents approaching the relevant authorities in the Mainland direct for
the completion of formalities), not made in the HKSAR. The Social
Welfare Department (SWD) has no roles to play. Also, we do not have
any statistics on such adoption cases.
(b) Adoption in the HKSAR of a HKSAR child by a Mainlander
8.
It is uncommon for Mainland residents to be able to satisfy the
‘residence’ requirements of section 5(6) of the Adoption Ordinance.
Decided cases show that ‘residence’ requires some degree of permanence
of abode and so transient visitors to the HKSAR would not satisfy this
requirement. A Mainland visitor who travels to the HKSAR intending
to adopt a child could not be said to have satisfied the ‘residence’
requirement.
9.
In the unlikely event that such cases are encountered in the
HKSAR (a Mainlander able to satisfy the ‘residence’ requirement and
stay in the HKSAR long enough to complete the formalities for the entire
adoption process (say in related adoption)), they will have to go through
the existing arrangements for local adoptions. So far, no such adoption
cases have ever been known to SWD.
Members’ Concern
10.
Members have raised a question on the possibility of a HKSAR
child being taken by one parent without the consent of the other parent to
the Mainland for adoption.
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Annex D does not apply to non-Chinese-citizens residing in the HKSAR. There are separate
requirements in the Adoption Law of the PRC and separate procedures in the Measures for
Registration of Adoption of Children by Foreigners in the PRC（外國人在中華人民共和國收養
登記辦法）at Annex C, governing the adoption of a Mainland child by a foreigner. In practice,
prospective adopters should first approach the China Centre of Adoption Affairs (CCAA)（中國收
養中心）, a non-profit institution approved by the CPG as solely responsible for carrying out the
service work in such adoptions.
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11.
We are given to understand that generally4, the adoptee has to
have registered permanent residence (戶籍) in the Mainland, before the
relevant authorities in the Mainland will process an application for
adoption by a Mainlander. It is uncommon for HKSAR children to be
able to satisfy this requirement of ‘registered permanent residence’, save
under certain circumstances5. So far, no such adoption cases have ever
been known to SWD.
12.
Subject of course to paragraph 11 (i.e. depending on
circumstances, such an application may not be processed by the relevant
authorities in the Mainland anyway), the following are also relevant (a) the Mainland: According to Article 10 under Chapter 2 of the
Adoption Law, the child’s birth parents are required to make the
adoption arrangement jointly for the child, unless one of the
parents is untraceable, and that the adoption should be subject to
other requirements stated in Articles 4 to 9 of the Adoption Law.
(b) the HKSAR: Under clause 29 (section 23B) of the Amendment
Bill, an order from the Court is required, before a HKSAR child
can be taken outside the HKSAR (including to the Mainland) for
adoption by an unrelated person. The Court will make an order,
only if it is satisfied that –
(i)

under section 5A(1) of the Adoption Ordinance, the child
is free for adoption; or

(ii)

the consent of birth parents/guardian(s) for the child to be
adopted has been given; and

that the order will be in the best interests of the child.
13.
Kong
4
5

In addition, the Report of the Law Reform Commission of Hong
on “International Parental Child Abduction”, containing

For abandoned children whose parents cannot be ascertained or found, it is a separate matter.
for example, a child born in the Mainland (with one parent being a Mainlander and one parent being
a HKSAR permanent resident) who has yet to obtain a One-Way Permit to leave the Mainland for
the HKSAR for settlement in the HKSAR might still have registered permanent residence
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information on “preventing the removal of the child from Hong Kong –
civil law” and “preventing the removal of the child from Hong Kong –
criminal law”, is relevant. The parent may consider applying for an
injunction order to prevent the other parent from taking away the child
from the HKSAR without his/her consent to the Mainland for adoption.
Where the child has already been taken out of the HKSAR to the
Mainland, it is very difficult for the other parent to secure his return.
The HKSAR Government can seek the co-operation of the relevant
Mainland authorities to help find the child and encourage the other parent
to return the child to the HKSAR.
Fulfilling Parental Responsibilities
14.
Under section 13 of the Adoption Ordinance, once an adoption
order recognized by the HKSAR is made, all rights, duties, obligations
and liabilities of the parents or guardians of the infant in relation to the
future custody, maintenance and education of the infant, including all
rights to appoint a guardian to consent or give notice of dissent to
marriage, shall be extinguished, and all such rights, duties, obligations
and liabilities shall vest in the adopter. HKSAR residents who have
adopted Mainland children are therefore expected to fulfil such parental
responsibilities.
15.
In this connection, Members have asked whether the Court’s
ruling that Mainland children adopted by HKSAR residents are not
regarded as these residents’ children by birth under Article 24 of the
Basic Law has added difficulty to adoptive parents in fulfilling their
responsibility in this regard.
16.
Article 22(4) of the Basic Law provides that “for entry into the
HKSAR, people from other parts of China must apply for approval.
Among them, the number of persons who enter the Region for the
purpose of settlement shall be determined by the competent authorities of
the Central People’s Government after consulting the government of the
Region”. According to the Interpretation of the Standing Committee of
the National People’s Congress of Articles 22(4) and 24(2)(3) of the
Basic Law adopted on 26 June 1999, the provisions of Article 22(4) mean
that people from other parts of China including persons of Chinese
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nationality born outside the HKSAR of HKSAR permanent residents who
wish to enter the HKSAR for whatever reason must obtain approval from
the Chinese authorities before they can enter the HKSAR.
17.
At present, arrangements for the entry of Mainland residents for
settlement in the HKSAR are regulated under the One-way Permit (OWP)
mechanism on the basis of Article 22(4) of the Basic Law. Children of
HKSAR residents residing in the Mainland, irrespective of whether they
are adopted children or not, are required to apply for OWPs for
settlement in the HKSAR. Whilst waiting their turn for OWPs, these
children may apply for Two-way Permits to visit their parents in the
HKSAR.
18.
The Court of Final Appeal ruled in the Tam Nga Yin case of 20
July 2001 that persons adopted by HKSAR permanent residents within
Article 24(2)(1) or 24(2)(2) of the Basic Law are not eligible for right of
abode under Article 24(2)(3)6. Even though children adopted in the
Mainland are not eligible for right of bode under Article 24(2)(3), they
may apply for OWPs to come to the HKSAR to join their adoptive
parents. Under the OWP Scheme, children under the age of 18 may
apply to join their parents in Hong Kong. Those aged 18 or above may
apply to take care of their parents aged 60 or above who have no other
children in the HKSAR. The same criteria are applicable to adopted
children and birth children.
19.
Persons who wish to adopt children in the Mainland should be
aware of the relevant procedures under the OWP Scheme and make
suitable arrangements before they adopt a child in the Mainland.
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It is stated under Article 24(2)(3) of the Basic Law that persons of Chinese nationality born outside
the HKSAR of those residents listed in Articles 24(2)(1) and 24(2)(2) are permanent residents of
HKSAR. The Court of Final Appeal ruled in 2000 (the case of Tam Nga Yin) that to qualify as a
permanent resident under Article 24(2)(3) of the Basic Law, the person concerned must satisfy three
requirements : (1) must be a Chinese citizen; (2) must have been born outside HKSAR; and (3) at
least one of the parents must have been a permanent resident within Article 24(2)(1) or 24(2)(2) of
the Basic Law at the time of birth of the person concerned; and that the relationship in the third
requirement does not cover that arising from adoption.
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Presentation
20.
Members may wish to note the above background information
for reference.
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